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torial standards will be maintained in the production of the encyclopedia. pared by other contributors. The written material will be supplemented 

This much-needed synthesis of scientific and engineering knowledge is de- with illustrations. An encyclopedia art staff will prepare finished drawings 
signed to help scientists, engineers, and educators in their day-to-day ac- from your sketches, letter drawings and photographs, and help you in any 
tivities, and to stimulate the interest of young men and women and en- way they can to obtain good illustrative material. 

courage them to make science or engineering their life’s work. In view of It is expected that the encyclopedia will become a standard reference 
the emphasis being placed on these fields today, the encyclopedia may well work in science and technology. Scientists, engineers, educators, and stu- 
become one of the most important publishing projects of our time. dents will turn to it in the years to come to read its authoritative articles. 

Each article writer, therefore, has the unique opporunity to make a lasting 
Organization | contribution to the reference literature in his field. With a thousand or 

The first step in the production of the encyclopedia was the naming of an more authorities making such contributions, there is no question but that 
Editorial Advisory Board of noted scientists and engineers (see list on the encyclopedia will become the standard reference work in the fields it 
previous page). The Board established the broad patterns for the en- covers. 
cyclopedia, including scope, readability level, and depth of coverage. It 
also classified all scientific and engineering knowledge into fifty-nine fields | 
or disciplines, such as electrical engineering, meteorology, solid state physics, 
organic chemistry, and physiology. 

The Board then selected distinguished authorities to serve as consulting 

editors in these various fields (see list above). The enthusiastic acceptance } 

of the authorities so designated constituted an overwhelming endorsement | 
of the encyclopedia project. 

Each consulting editor works with the encyclopedia staff in planning a 
series of articles that will fully cover his area of responsibility. He recom- | 
mends outstanding authorities in his field to write these articles. The | 

staff editors in the encyclopedia office then write to the recommended 
authorities and ask them to undertake preparation of the articles that | 
will cover their special areas of interest. | 

| 

The Contributor's Responsibility 
After a contributor has agreed to write an encyclopedia article, the staff 

editor supplies him with details of the assignment including article wordage 
and, to some extent, article content. He will be given a Contributor's Guide | 

which explains how to prepare articles, and sample articles that will serve | 
as examples to be followed for style and method of presentation. In | 

addition, the contributor will be supplied with a list of the titles of all 
articles planned for his field. The lists are prepared in organization-chart 
style, a method of presentation which offers a quick over-all view of the 
field. From these lists the contributor can readily determine what his | 
articles should cover and what material will be covered in articles pre- 1-10-58 2M 

wees. Ga 
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CONTRIBUTOR’S GUIDE 
McGRAW-HILL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

In planning this guide to the preparation of articles for the 

1 McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, we have 

tried to anticipate, and to answer, all the questions that our con- 

| tributors are likely to have. Do not hesitate to write us, however, 

Contents | if after reading this booklet you are still in doubt about any of 

the procedures to be followed. We shall be glad to help you in 

any way that we can. 

Planning Your Contribution 3 Blanning ¥. Caneibee 
lanning Your Contribution 

Preparing Your Manuscript 4 Although there is no one ideal way to prepare an article, 

Teeeecone ' the suggestions listed below, and illustrated in the sample articles 

we will send you, may serve as a general guide. 

Mailing a 1. Be Concise. Since the encyclopedia is to cover the funda- 

mentals of science and engineering in a few thousand pages, all 

Deadlines 11 articles are obviously subject to rigid limitations of space. They 

must be compressed to essentials, but nothing of basic importance 

can be omitted. Thus you will have to tell a great deal about your 

subject in relatively few words—a severe test of writing skill. 

For precision, clarity, and conciseness, use concrete nouns, active 

verbs, and simple, direct sentences. Make every word count. 

2. Keep Your Audience in Mind. Try to anticipate the ques- 

tions of your readers—scientists, engineers, and students—and 

to include the basic information that they will expect to find. 

Most articles should be written for comprehension at the college- 

undergraduate level; but even where the subject matter requires 

a more advanced treatment, the presentation should be as simple 

as the topic permits. Wherever possible, articles should follow a 

progressive development—from the general to the specific, from 

the simple to the complex. Accuracy in all matters—dates, names, 

places, terms, definitions—is, of course, essential. 

Contributor's Guide to Preparing Encyclopedia Articles | 3. Define Your Titles. Most articles should begin with a 

; simple definition of the title and the specific sense in which it is 

Prise? Sole y the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia used. Refer to the sample articles for examples. 

Sree i eae to provide encyclopedia coal } 4. Keep Historical and Biographical Data to a Minimum. 

. technical information’ on ithe ‘preparation Some historical and biographical information may be included in 
of encyclopedia articles. 
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articles where it is necessary for adequate coverage of the subject of your articles. Your initials will appear at the end of each article 

matter, but no article should be primarily concerned with such you have written, and the names and affiliations of all contrib- 

material. Generally speaking, the encyclopedia will deal only with utors will be listed in the front of Volume 1. If our staff editors 

strictly scientific and technological matter; we are publishing an have to make extensive changes in your articles for any reason— 

encyclopedia of science and technology, not an encyclopedia + to meet space requirements, say, or to correlate them with other 

about science and technology. articles—a copy of the revised manuscript will be submitted to 

5. Avoid Repetition. Each article should be complete in you for review. 

itself but should, insofar as possible, avoid duplicating material a Editorial Style. A consistent, logical system of handling such 

covered in other articles. Our editors are responsible for corre- details as spelling, punctuation, abbreviation, capitalization, and 

lating articles by various authors, but they need your cooperation. hyphenation will be followed in all articles. If a single style is 
To show you how your articles fit into the over-all plan, we shall adopted throughout, the reader will not be confused by needless 

send you charts outlining the field of which your contribution variations. In general, we plan to standardize on the forms recom- 

forms a part and indicating the general relationship between the mended by established authorities—for example, Webster’s New 

topics to be covered. These should help you decide what to in- International Dictionary, unabridged, for routine spelling, capi- 

clude in your own articles and what to leave for related articles. talization, and hyphenation, and Blakiston’s New Gould Medical 
Wherever possible, instead of repeating material to be covered Dictionary for medical terms. We recognize, however, that the 

elsewhere, simply supply a cross reference to the articles that accepted style for certain terms may vary from discipline to disci- 

the reader may consult for supplementary information. Indicate pline, and we ask you to guide us in usages peculiar to your field. 

cross references by typing the key words or phrases in capitals at We shall be glad to follow your recommendations on technical 

the end of the article or section as “see” or “see also” references. terms if you wish to adopt a generally accepted scientific or trade 

See the sample articles. style that differs from the one given in Webster’s. Please call our 

Remember that the importance of the subject does not attention to such deliberate variations. 

always determine the length of the article. The general topic Copyrights and Permissions. If you find it necessary to use 

“Electrical Engineering,” for example, may be covered in a rel- copyrighted material, please secure written permission from the 

atively short article with cross references to detailed treatments copyright holder and send it to us with your manuscript. Pattern 

of specific aspects of the subject. your request for permission after the sample letter shown on 
6. Include the Latest Developments. Many branches of page 8. 

science are moving ahead so rapidly that articles dealing with Headings. You may wish to supply headings to show the 

them may become somewhat dated before the encyclopedia is various subtopics covered in your article. Possible subheadings, 

printed. Please help us make the coverage of your field as up to marked by the symbol (+), are listed for many of the articles 

date as possible by (a) warning us that changes are taking place shown on the charts. These are merely suggestions, however; they 
and (b) submitting revisions of your articles as new developments neither limit the topics to be covered in an article nor indicate 
occur (up to typesetting time). Avoid such expressions as “the their relative importance. Please ignore them, revise them, or add 

most recent discovery,” “the present time,” and “the last few other subheadings as you see fit. 

years.” Give specific dates where appropriate. } Bibliographies. If you feel that the reader should be directed 
: ‘ to a more detailed treatment of your subject than can be included 

Preparing Your Manuscript in the encyclopedia, provide a bibliography. The bibliography is 
You will be our final authority for the technical accuracy | part of the article and its wordage should be included in the article 

4 5 
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wordage assignment. Send the bibliography to us with the article words in the article and the number of printed lines it will require. 
of which it is a part. Do not send the article at one time and the Align your copy with the left-hand vertical line, indenting the first 

bibliography at another. Since we will have at least 10,000 articles line of each paragraph 2 spaces inside this line. If your typewriter 

in the encyclopedia, we must avoid such complications as trying has pica type, 10 letters to the inch, run the copy to the right- 
to handle parts of articles. Avoid repeating citations in articles hand vertical line marked “Pica.” If the type is elite, 12 letters 

that are cross-referenced to each other. List only a few of the | to the inch, run the copy to the line marked “Elite.” Lines may 
most important and readily accessible publications, preferably | be a few letters long or short; our estimate is based on the average. 
those that include extensive bibliographies. Be sure to list your . Show italics by a single typewritten underline, boldface by 

own works if they are pertinent. Do not list journals, periodicals, a wavy underline in ink. Major headings should be indented 4 
out-of-print books, or foreign-language publications unless they spaces, marked for boldface (wavy underline), and run in at the 

are indispensable. References should generally include the au- beginning of the paragraph. Subheadings, if you wish to use them, 
thor’s last name and first initials, the book title, the name of the should be indented 6 spaces and marked for italics with a type- 

publisher (short form), and the place and date of publication, written underline. These also should be run in at the beginning 

but note exceptions shown below. Be sure that all information is of the paragraph. 
correct; our editorial staff will not check these items. Sample It is extremely important to present symbols and equations 

citations follow: legibly, accurately, and consistently. Be especially careful to indi- 
A. Hollaender (ed.), “Radiation Biology,” vol. 2, p. 305, cate such devices as superscripts and subscripts, Greek and script 

McGraw-Hill, New York, 1955. letters, and any other special characters clearly. Identify them in 

H. D. Smyth, “Atomic Energy for Military Purposes,” a marginal notation if there is any possibility of misinterpretation. 
Princeton University Press, 1957. (Do not repeat Chemical structural formulas must be drawn with the great- 

place name with university presses. ) est care. 

F. W. McBryde and P. D. Thomas, Equal-area Projec- 

tions for World Statistical Maps, U. S. Coast and Illustrations 
Geodetic Survey Spec. Pub. 245, 1956. Photographs and drawings will comprise about a fifth of the 

B. I. Spinrad et al., Reactivity Changes and Reactivity encyclopedia, and each contributor should supply us with the 
Lifetime of Fixed Fuel Elements in Thermal Re- illustrative material that his articles require. 

ee ay Cons. on Beacesul Uses of Atomia Selection. Select only the clearest and most valuable illus- 
G.P. Reheat ane TG Biya Us) aie Force, Air trations for your article, those that best supplement the details 

Weather Service Tech. Rept. 105-38, 1957. emphasized in the text. If a picture or diagram clarifies your pres- 

entation, by all means use it; but do not include an illustration 
Typing. We shall supply special paper on which your article merely because it is striking. If you have two or more illustra- 

should be typed. Please use double spacing to allow room for the tions in an article, number them and indicate by numbers the 
editor’s marks. Make a carbon copy, which may be on plain illustration locations in the text. 

paper, for your files. A separate sheet should be used for each Location. Please indicate on the manuscript where each 
article, even a very short one. { illustration should be placed. When the printed pages are made 

A place is provided at the top of the special paper for the | up, the illustration will be inserted as near to the related text 
article title, contributor’s name, and page number. The vertical | as possible. 

lines on the paper give us a way of estimating the number of Sources. Manufacturers and distributors often have excel- 
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Gone lent art work prepared for their catalogues and advertisements 
I request permission to use the material specified below from and will usually supply photographic prints of this material on 

your publication in an article I am preparing for the McGraw-Hill request. In writing for illustrations, explain that they will be used 
Encyclopedia of Science and Technology (and in future editions in the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology 
aot thereof) to be published by the McGraw-Hill Book and offer to give credit. Be sure to ask for glossy prints suitable 

Pe ae: for reproduction. 
[Cite author, title, and exact excerpts to be re- Publishers of books and periodicals can sometimes supply 

printed or reproduced from it.] copies of illustrations that have been used in their publications. If 

Iti you have a choice between a suitable McGraw-Hill illustration and 
is understood, of course, that acknowledgment of the source issi of thisamaterial will’ Ge made in thelenevelopedia one from another source, please select the former. Permission 

must be obtained and acknowledgment given for McGraw-Hill 

Your prompt consideration of this request will be greatly appre- material as well as for material from other sources. 
ciated. A release form is given below for your convenience. The Please supply illustration copy in usable form. Do not merely 
duplicate is for your files. refer us to the sources. 

Serva trlv/ Cure Original Illustrations. You may have photographs or line 

” drawings that can be adapted for use, or you may be able to make 

rough pencil sketches from which a professional artist can pre- 

ieee oo ee pare acceptable copy. If you wish to have drawings prepared 

under your personal supervision, please write us about this in 

detail before starting work. 

I (we) hereby grant permission for the use of the material Colored Illustrations. Since color printing involves multiple 
requested above. plates, special presswork, special handling, and increased produc- 

‘ tion costs, we shall try to avoid the use of color wherever pos- 

(signed) .nnon sllebsie es sible. If you feel that your article needs colored illustrations, 
please write us about this before you begin work. 

: sect cee Publisher Size. The reproductions prepared from the drawings and 
photographs you submit will generally be much smaller than the 

originals. Ideally, a drawing should be suitable for two-to-one 
peegesiin ar ao ue reduction; that is, the original should be twice the size planned 

oy for the reproduction. Most illustrations in th lopedia will production. Most illustrations in the encyclopedia wi 
be one or two columns wide. The maximum width for a single- 

column illustration is 2134, inches; for a double-column illustra- 

tion, 5134, inches. Thus, you should plan to make most of your 

| drawings either 55% or 115% wide. To save space, we shall use 

i single-column or smaller illustrations wherever feasible. Fold- 

| outs will not be used. 
Sample letter requesting permission to use copyrighted material | Lettering. Final lettering should be left to our art editor, for 

; it should match both the editorial and the lettering style set for 
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the encyclopedia. Simply indicate on a transparent overlay the assures proper correlation of legends and illustrations. Keep the 

captions and labels you want, or you may write them in pencil second carbon for your file. Be sure to follow the style of the 

on tracing cloth (see “Handling,” below). Make the overlay of manuscript in spelling and in other details and to give credit, 
good tracing paper or tracing cloth. If arrows are used to point wherever needed, to the source supplying the illustration. 

out certain details, be sure to place them accurately. ee 

If lettering already appears on the photographs or drawings Mailing 

you supply, do not try to remove it. We shall make any changes Please send your manuscript and illustrative material to us 
that are necessary. by registered first-class mail or by express. When mailing photo- 

Handling. Do not write on the face of a photograph, for the graphs, protect them with cardboard and mark on the outside of 

slightest crease, crack, mark, or indentation on the print may the envelope: “Caution. Photographs. Please do not fold.” 
show up in reproduction. Trace arrows, numbers, or letters very 4 ‘ 

lightly on a tracing paper or cloth overlay, being careful not to Deadlines 
mar the surface of the photograph. Then lift the overlay and go If the encyclopedia is to be published on schedule, the 
over the lines firmly. If you wish to show only part of a photo- efforts of all contributors, advisers, editors, and others involved 

graph, indicate on the overlay the part of the photograph that is in its preparation must be carefully integrated. This means that 

to be reproduced. each contributor must meet the deadline assigned to him. If one 
Do not use paper clips on illustrations. They make marks person falls behind, publication may be delayed—a threat to the 

which will reproduce when the illustrations are printed. timeliness of the entire project. 
Retouched photographs and drawings should be handled 

with special care. Retouching is done with water-soluble paint 

that is likely to flake off. Fingerprints show up on such material 

and cannot be removed. 

Large drawings should be rolled, not folded. Photographs 

must be kept flat. 

Identification. Since we shall receive thousands of illustra- 

tions, it is important that each one be identified with the author’s 

name and the name of the article to which it belongs. Put this 
information in the upper right-hand corner of a drawing (above 

the illustration) and on the back of a photograph. Write lightly 

on the back of the photograph to avoid indentations. As an alter- 

native, you can add this information to the legend you attach to 
each illustration (see “Legends,” below). 

If you have several illustrations, number them in order and 

use the numbers on your legend list (see “Legends,” below). 

Legends. The legends, or descriptions to be printed below 

illustrations, should be typed in list form, double-spaced. Make 

three copies. Attach the original to the article. Cut up the first 

carbon and rubber cement each legend to its illustration. This 
10 11



SUPPLEMENT TO 

CONTRIBUTOR’S GUIDE 
McGRAW-HILL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

March 19, 1958 

Use of Scales on Illustrations 

To make the encyclopedia more useful as well as more uni- 
form, we have decided to include scales on all biological illustra- 

tions, as well as on photomicrographs of metals, thin sections of 

rocks, etc. We feel that scales will be more useful and much less 

ambiguous than indications of magnification such as X 450 or 4 

actual size. Scales placed directly on the drawing have an addi- 

tional advantage in that they do not lose significance when the 

illustration is reduced for reproduction. 
Scales should indicate size in the metric system and may be 

in microns, millimeters, centimeters, or meters, depending on the 

size of the object shown. (See examples below.) 

If you have already submitted illustrations which are not 
scaled or which have magnification indicated, copies of these 

drawings are enclosed. We would appreciate your adding an 

appropriate scale to these copies and returning them to us. 

EXAMPLES 
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Prof. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 
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McGraw-Hi__t Book CoMPANy: INC. 
McGRAW-HILL BUILDING 

‘ew ea 

McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia Please address replies to: 

of Science and Technology Ronen 000 10 Elliewood Avenue 

Editorial Advisory Board September 26 ‘ 1958 Charlottesville, Virginia 

oe cakes Charlottesville, Virginia Os RIEe 
Detlev W. Bronk University Station 

George R. Harrison Phone 3-5144 
Sidney D. Kirkpatrick 

William W. Rubey 
Edmund W. Sinnott 

Professor Fredrick T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

In your book Qutline of Glacial Geology there is a photo- 
— showing Varved clay of a glacial lake (Plate I, Figure 
5) 

We would like to use this photograph, or one showing similar 
phenomena, with the article on varve (100 words) by Dr. J. 
Marvin Weller. 

Can you supply the photograph that was used, or a similar 
one, and grant permission to use it? We will, of course, 
give the necessary credit. 

Also, photographs to illustrate the series of articles on 
glaciated terranes are desired. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil A. Benfer 
Staff Editor, Earth Sciences 

NAB/cge
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. pron personal collection, return not necessary - as 

- Gross section of a drwilin showing beds of silty sand which were damp, 

: 2, Outwesh plain between rock: hills : 

3. Gross sostion of very bouldory esker oe 
4, Very rough topography of the Kettle Moraine where gravels were deposited 

against stagnant ice 

- Photographs from collection of Wisconsin Geological Survey. Please be sure 

to return when through with thom 

oe 26s Gent bowkier fe. comes 

3706 Usualin rising fron outwash plain : 

: 3894 Pt in outwash showing level x topography and horizontal bedding 

3921 Dewlan ~ ! 

; 3934 Wakex Seve bouldery material ( eskers are hard to photograph from a 

the ground. Air photos are better) 

3977 Yarved clay of glecial lake. ‘the Jayars are interprete’ es emmal ‘ 

: _ deposits, coarser material in swiner vhen ice melted fast. The fisie Wy! : 

* layers are dark, Mew Londons Vin. - 

4451 Very vugedd entmovaine Langlade Geumty, Wisconsin : 

4648 Pitted outwash showing topography whieh is decspbively Like that of 

: endmoraine, lake in kettle, Ienglade County, Wisconsin ; : 

: 4646 Some es above. Note even skyline betweon hekdleste 3
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Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

You may have seen the announcement that the McGraw-Hill Book 
Company wiil publish en Encyclopedia of Science and Technology. 
This encyclopedia - in eleven volumes: - will cover the essentials 
of the pure and applied sciences and engineering in a way that 
will make it an outstanding reference source for scientists, en- 

: gineers, educators, and others in their day-to-day activities. 
Tne highest professional and editorial standards will be maintained 

- in the production of this encyclopedia. 

The enclosed brochure gives a brief description of the ency- 
clopedia and discusses the contributor's role in its preparation. 
Note especially the members of the advisory board and the roster 
of consulting editors. You were recommended by the consulting 
editor in surficial and historical geology, Dr. Kirtley F. Mather, 
as an authority to write the articles listed on the enclosed form. 
These will total 2700 words. : 3 

We would like to add your name to our growing list of out- 
standing specialists who are making contributions to this encyclo- 
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in the space provided and returning it to us in the enclosed envelope. 
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— Professor Fredrick T. Thwaites 
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Dear Professor Thwaites: 

We are very happy that you have accepted the invitation 
to contribute to the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and 
Technology. We hope that the matters discussed in this letter 
and the enclosures will be of aid as you plan and write. 

Enclosure 1, the contributor's guide, is provided to answer 
questions about preparation of manuscript and related materials. 
Enclosure 2 contains information pertinent to your particular 
contribution and its relation to other articles in the Encyclopedia. 
Manuscript paper also is enclosed; and a post card to inform us 
that you have received the materials. 

We intend to limit our editing. Except for certain details 
of encyclopedia-article form and style, most editing will be con- 
cerned with possible overlap or inconsistencies in relation to 

; other articles. We strongly urge that tables and illustrations 
| be used to strengthen the articles. These materials will recéive 

our careful attention. If you have any questions, please write to 
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Neil A. Benfer 
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GLACIATED TERRANE. A glaciated terrane was once covered by glacial ice which can be 

classified as}(1) mountain or valley glaciation where the high ridges and peaks 

projected through the ice, and (2) continental glaciation where ice sifera out over a large 

area of prea) low relief conces1 ive almost a the surface. Since mountain glaciers _ 

in many places — out over adjacent lowlands in piedmont eae the line of 

division is not abdolutely definite and sharp. That glacial ice extended beyond its present 

limits is demonstrated byj(1) scratches (striae) on bed rock and loose rocks vidch are exactly 

q @f Nike those observed in and crowd patenmclacters (2) oct fragments of all sizes, many of 

them striaeted which are unlike adjacent bedrock (erratics), Some of the¥) stones occur 

higher than ae probable bedrock sources uplike estersel transported by streams; 

iy (3) Wacenselldatea deposits! whiteh-are Gabel Gt lee eke contain 3 

8 erratics ( giectel t 111) Many of ee too large to het traneportea by 

g ~ other agency than glacial ice. Much of the material jai was derived from the | 

S pe are breaking up of unweathered bedrock and not from chemical alterations 

(4) Sealungs features unlike thosedue to normal stream work including streams out of : 

harmony with the nature of the bedrock, see and rapids as well as lakes, 

(5) Sasins completely rimmed with bed rock which are far lgrger thi{a basins due to weathering 

and lack the smooth boundaries of ee a by earth movements (6) nf narein : 

of glacial deposits slopes, unlike the border of deposits = - water’ (7) topcarerkic 

features ( see figure) which were built and not worn ub dross due to stream work. 

These include stronalintgg Sete which are cle arly constructiona / ‘ 

i rather than destructional fortis, not explicable by any other process than glaciation! 

(8) Coarse strean deposits wtkhxmexersyienalctepmerapiy which occur where munsing water 

‘a now impossible showing thet’ a solid obstruction has ‘Seen removed without leaving : : 

any trace One ereeter; (9) In mountain alleys sks longitudinal profile of the bedrock 

: eortale Se irregular with alternating rock bagins and abnormally steep intervalsS=z 2 

mere unrelated to cfienteat nature of wl oes (10)! Mountain’ glaciated 

valleys are = and straighter uae with steeper sides than 1s not for the stream 

Sak similar Le (11) in many gxmeuntsingxet valleys of glaciated mountains ‘ 

stream junctions are not accordant and very steep rapids or falls occur (hanging Jenetions)/ 

é (12) depressions with unusually steep sides (cirques) occur either at the heads of. : 

qpuntein valleys oe mount@insides, Src Aragorn : ;



: : (2). : ; 
soo 

The practical application of the above criteria is fraught with many pitfalls. It is 

rare to find all or even a majority of thegl o the same area unless it has been 

covered by ice rather recfatly. As the time since glaciation increases the 

; ; : 7 : 
Ofiteria become harder and harder to discover, Common errors in application inelude* 

= - bs Z 2 G] confusion of striae ana scratches due to faulting (slickensides) jperticulady on E 

u _ loose rocks; (2) dystmvetion of striee by weathering for even in rather young drift 

: a vover of till is necessary for preservation of striae,which are rather rare on : 

Io j2 2 oe 
exposed rock soles) (3) ets Be sis oe loose rocks are 

\ © true eretigey (4) dadtiiaes and creep df unconsolidated mat sial, yield deposits which 
is : limestone ea ae : 
™ \ are deceptivly like #412) (6) Sone binglaciated rack hills are deceptively like ee, 

> wn [PN 
fo" (6) Poses valleys are in-places due to other seen than glacial erosion, 

i 3 a £5 ne 
NS (7) Gat ias phew transported by floating ice. makthe—in-many—pieeess the border of 

glaciation very uncertain, (8) Mass movement on hillsides plus weathering can make 

~ e : ox li i discovery scecee most difficult. It is small wonder that opinions aN existince of. 

glaciation in certain localities difterf with the personal bias of the geologist who 

observed, the @ridence. i : Sc 

' orth America. Much work on glacial geology has been done in North America 

: This has been gre€tly aided by the air photographs which are available for most of ~ 

this continent, even the Canadian wilderness. Ice of continental extent survives in 

Greenland and there are extensive ice caps in some of the Arbtic Islands. i 

+e + ee : 
he Sanadien shield of erystalline bedrock is largely thin drift with some eskers, 

: many lakes and much lake sediment_: from waters impounded by the continental glacier 

eh J gleed ‘ SO een ‘ 
SS 2 mx In lateglacial time the sea rese higher (onbe-the-tend then it mow-does 7 
¥ hn SS Se 

and many areas were submerged. In southern Ontario and the prairie provinces drift is — 
ana fot” © dreams y Jur woelbery 

thicker-witty moraines and drumlins, The mountains of Labrador fail to display Wetne out 

may have been an early center for glacial accumulation. One theory is that ice spread 

hecayre 
west from them = the moisture brought by westerly winds. The west@rn mountains were 

largely buried by ice but the spectacular glacial topography is Sale the result of later 

SS ees which excavated extensive cirques. In the United States the glacial drift 

is thick on sedimentary bed i eee in the region south and southwest of Z



S - io 3 a i - 

5 oe eh : 
= p Gua Ww : 

the Great Lakes. he bottoms of all the Jlakes except ene extend below sea level and 
Vo ~ 

drilling shows that they are rock basins excated by ice erosion from the weaker, ha Ba aki al 
sediments especially shales and evaporties. Glacial drift of several distinct ages has ee 

2 a 2 e * = z ‘ 

_ been discriminated in the Mississippi Valley. he young drift of the north is called 

Wisconsin. In its type locality and throughout its extent its glacial topography is ; 

clearly marked with large/ rugged moraines and pitted outwash pl ains, eskers ne vast fields 

of drumlins. Some of the most striking lake districts are in pitted outwash, The lakes : 

there have more rounded outlines than do thos®of either thin drift or endmoraines. : 
1 

_ In the area of crystalline bedrock in Wisconsin and New England the till is very bouldery. 

This reflects the fact that such rock breaks into large fragments and does not indicate 

dt any special kind of glecistion.y In southwestern Wisconsin there is a considerable area of 

rugged rock topography in which no erratics have been discovered except fer thostbrought 

: hition 
from outside-‘by lake or stream waters. This is called the Driftless Area and is 

A \ | ae 
generally thought to have never been glaciated. The exact'boundary of glaciation 

i P 

~ around this area is @mndefinite elie: on thal east side which is a endmoraine of j 

Wisconsin drift. On the other sides the drift thins out gradually and the fact that water 

stood in front of the glacier makes tracing very uncertain. Even_in the recognized ae 

glaciated terrane the drift is so thin over considerable areas that the rock topography 

was not smoothed or obliterated in the slightest, Although ip is possible thyt an early — jy 

‘ glacial drift wes entirely removed’ by erosion jit is generally accepted that the area uo 
lee side ee 

escaped glaciation by reason of the ce of the higher crystalline rock upland of 

¢} Michigan and northern Wisconsin, tne of the most spectacular glacial features of Wisconsin . 

is the famous Kettle Interlobate Moraine which was caused by division of the ice into : 

lobes eee then oo. the Green Bay lowland sey other the Lake Michigan Basin. 

. The Kettle Moraine is the accumulation sees 4 of gravel hens the angle between thse two 

rn pee Joes 
lobes as the margins melted back . It is not two opposed endmoraines. fhe topography is 

‘ ¥ J 

extremly rugged sith kettles, ridges between them, and moulin kames 6 ( gravel) 

i ; : zs 
C fo the south in Illinois the moraines become less conspiciJous fe the till has a high 

content of clay. The intevening areas are till plains due partly to the fluidity of the A 
ji CS ae du / 

till “es —_ —— and also te Darted lake clays. 1% the till plain of Wisconsin
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_ age postglacial erosion is confined to the major strean valleys. South of the 6 : 

é Wisconsin — margin is marked by a morte a, ag 6 simitar drift plain = & 
: a : ; 

Illinoian drift which is more eroded and wweathered. West Oo iae Rive in Iowa the ee A 
amount of erosion of the drift plain increases abruptly alone aliefinite line and we have 

: to the west. the Kansan drift which is much older. “ith the same relief, material , and 
Onna 

jelimate the difference can gnly be as cribed to a longer postglacial time. This ees with 

/ the séeartise of the soil profile of the A@llinoian drift @-skhort—distanee below the 
i (4 ~ ww z 

surface of the Kansan. In this region of clay till the endmoraine re) ineonptcdjous or : : Rw aD LAAN a 
absent. In Iowa an older soil profile is buried beneath the Kansag. Thisgds the Nebraskan 

: w) ‘ « : laredly aoe 
drift whose surface occurence ;if any) is fdifficult to distingusih parkig on account of its 

Z : = 3 i z 
p ase and probebly deép erosion») fhe glacial features of Minnesota are for the most part 

similar to those of Wisconsin. To the west the cl y content of the till increases and 4 

moraines are less conspictlous. In North Dekota Phe wy Wontaround the salt leke s of the 
OR z souls i 3 

2 aod 

- evils Lake gobo are an exception, @aderemeeed. Conti ental drift mesges with- 
a Measles orcteercnEcertlfevaadesef ‘ glacial 
that from the Rocky Mountains not far from the ceoetes -Scenic feqtures like ou 

lakes and waterfalls decrease eS tee the south in the Rockiegfrom those of Glacier 
) : gh: volcanoes of Mexico - 

National Park near the Canadian border to SanxfrancisrexMeuntaimine OnE : 

de There ye more extensive present ond Pleistocene glaciation in the ranges along the 
S PENAL 

< Pacific coast. Glacial features also decrease southward from the magnificent 7 Bean 

of Alaska to tke small cirques near Los Angeles, The coast of Puget Sound strongly 

resembles fiords in doth outline and depth of water but the material of the shore is - 

glacial tt ae stratified. 1+ = pore Likd!: @ pitted outwash plain which has been : 

ah invalied by the ocean. Some kettles ape freshwater lakes. The Yosemite Valley of California Q = 

s world famous for its high fslls from hanging valleys. Study * Matthes shows that : 

it has been widened and deepened by glacial erosion of fractured bedrock but the different 

levels of hanging valleys record successive tilts of the Sierras up on the northegst 

rather than glacial erosion ae thus connecting the tectonic theory of yalleys with 

glacial ero4ion, Valleys with such cliftisides. are rare in the aterens for they occur only 

where the structure of the bedrock is favorable. Inland from the Coast Range of Alaska 

cs the continental climate was too dry for extensive glaciation Crekin dave tga



ees ; : ‘ 

; aN , S 
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%\)* Burope. Although much work has been dine on the glaciation of Europe for 4 2 

AY time there does not appear to be oy »fekirly detailed maps of large areas. eusk’ is 

s waplicable by the many political divisions and bitter rivalries of that continent. _ - 

The glacial succession of the Alps was first worked out and the Gunz, Mindel, Riss 

aa Yorn euactations!Listingsishod. The relative importance of mountain centers of 

ice accumulation appears greater than in North America, The British Isles were covered _ 

by piedmont glaciers from locg centers. The center from which ice overspread the 

lowlands of Germany and Russia was the Seandanavian mountains. Farther a the Urals 

appear to have been important. Over most of the lowlands drift of only three distinct _ 

: ages seems to have been distinguished. The young drift exhibits land forms similar to 

those of the United States. The coast of Norway has many striking fiords, 

Asia, The glaciation of Asia is much less Imown than of Hurope. Continental ice, 

fprobably from the a covered northwestern Siberia but its extent has been disputed, 

~ Elsewhere the glaciation was of the mountain-piedmont type. The dry continental climate 

was unfavorable for extensive glaciation. — 

eS Other areas, ese os ee oo by the largest continental glacier of the 

: ‘present time. Harlier, tale eae were present in Australia, New Zealand, 

and some of the higher Pacific islands. In South America there was no continental ice 

but the high péaks of the Andes ani in yarticuler the southern end of that range, were 

: covered with local accumulations of ice. Southern Chili and Argentina were eroded 

"into fiords. Local glaciation has also been reported on high peaks in Africa. j 

Retavedcus takes; Ernst, Maps of the Pleistocene glaciations: Se01, Soc. Am. 

: Bull, vol. 40, Pp. 631-720, 1929 

Flint, R. F., Glacial map of North America: Geol. Soc. Am. a Spec. Pub. 60, 1945 

: Flint, R. F., Glacial Geology and the Pleistocne Epoch, 1947 

Flint, R. F., Glacial and Pleistocene geology, 1957 : s 

Thwaites, F. T., Outline of “lacial Geology, 1957



: FIORD, a =a, deep, steep-sided marine bay found seca in Alaska, ee 

British Columbia, labrador, “reenland, Norway, Patagonia, ais Zealand 

Depth of water is generally least at the entrynce from the ocean; ve of : 

i 4000 feet is recorded. Although most fiords lead down to the ocean, some ran 

parallel ‘to the eqast. The pat. tern of development may be either dendritic or 

. rectangular | Many tributary valleys either ao es ec ee 

Along the long axis depth of water is very irregular. Some ey occur. 

ro have been ascribed to sinking of a obser eroded coast Formtity, drowned 

valfeys, to ee * glacial erosion. Since all occur in clasketed territory | 

z the last must have djoert in their formation. Localization of such erosion is 

peisted to preglacial valleys which formed the ice into relatively narrow tongues. : 

Although the sides of many Jigoad display glacially striated and polished bedrock 5 

it is much more probable that only a part of the bedrock was reduced to powder 

by glacial grinding. Plucking of large masses of rock beneath thick ice is a : 

much more rapid process of erosion for it requires far less energy. ‘This 

process ig possible onjy where ae glacier was thick enotgh to permit pressure 

; melting and rekfreezing of ice around rock fragments giten bad previously been 

fractured by eavth movement, the rectangular pattern of many fiords is related 

to regional structure, including Sees, and thus ties in the tectonic theoryot 

fault control with the hypothesis of glacial erosion. Pha islands in fiords . 

"are the iveanities Pag fracturing and hence little erosion. Change of é 

‘level of the land ig present in many localities but is not important under this 

theory. Coasts which superficially resenble sora such as the northeast side of : 

the Adriatic Sea and Maine have shallow bays unlike true fiords. Although 

5 : the formation of fiords requires narrow tongues of incite ice, the mountainous 
‘ ‘ and Scandanavia ! 

topography - the land beneath the glaciexj of oe itself to suyh 

‘concentration , Study pond of Yozemite Valley, See does 

not contain a lake pie tee the hypothesis. of glacial plucking of fractured rock. 

The high waterfalls from hanging tributaries tell of widening and deepening of 

@ preglacial valley by glacial plucking but the several levels of the falls 

_ demonstrate successive tiltings of the land up to the serie ck which acclerated



eng fiord 2 : 

erosion of downslope streams producihg hanging valleys outside the glaciated 

“district. “The s;me explantion doubtless applies to other regions of localized. 
¥ + é j 

glacial erosion along lines of fracturing of the bedrock. vd 
ggcicvs 1% 

References: ‘Thwaites, F. T., Outline of glacial geology, pp. 9-10, 111-2 ~ 1957 e 

Holmes, C. D., Gl%cial erosion in a dissected plateau: Am. Jour. Sci., vol. 233, 

pp. 217-232, 1937 : 

: Matthes, F. E., Geological history of the Yosemite Valley: U. S. Geol. Survey, 

Prof. faper 160, 1980! 

Z Gregory, J. W. “pe nature and origin of fiords, 1913 : 

j : . £ . : 3 : £ re
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Enclosure 2 to NAB MéGraw-Hill Encyclopedia letter of April 2 
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2. Includes mountain, valley, and continental “<_/ on OBo 

glacial features. Glaciers will be treated gt, a = 
under hydrology (geophysics) and Pleistocene ee oe 
glaciation under historical geology. 

3. Article on sedimentary petrology chart. - eo ee 

You may desire to make short, definition type articles out of such 
oe as kame, esker, etc. and x-reference them back to glaciated 

erranes article, applying the bal word All illustrations can then be grouped together od th the sie that article. be £ Dp g he_ glaciated 
‘sees article we ecb wet epectecile he detects FZ son le ie,
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10 Elliewood Ave. 

memo e McGRAW-HILL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY Charlottesville, Va. 

to: 

Article Contributors 

The enclosed manuscripts ave an attempt to comply with requests for 
sample articles to illustrate the writing style and level of presentation 
of the Encyclopedia. Samples of this sort, however, can illustrate 

only a few of the problems that will be encountered by our contributors. 
As a result, we would like to take this opportunity to re-emphasize 
some of our editorial aims. The Encyclopedia is intended as a reference 
for the scientist, the engineer, and the scientifically oriented layman, to 
fields outside their specialties. The word “outside” is the key to our 
objective. Each article should be written for as large an audience as 
possible; under no circumstances should it be written for the specialist. 
An article on even the most esoteric subject should include an introductory 

paragraph that will be understandable to the lay reader—that will 
at least relate the topic of the article to his realm of experience. 

We realize that the task of writing for the non-specialist is an extremely 
difficult one, but we think you will agree that the objective of increasing 
the availability of scientific knowledge is so important that it warrants 
our best efforts and yours.
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Teofessclion :Guuvee SPOT TEST ANALYSIS, a technique used in qualitative ; 
| chemical analysis to test for the presence or absence 

, | of certain substances. Tests are performed by placing 

(. a drop or particle of the unknown substance on a sup- 

| port, and by adding a drop or a few drops of reagent. 

Alia usfor. |The unknown is identified by the appearance of a char- 

ip = ge acteristic color reaction. The technique is readily | 

Ubet > /, adapted to field testing applications. It may be used 

a a Z joloc ‘4 to detect both ionic and organic substances. The ad- 

Y = : < » | vantages of the technique are simplicity, speed, and 

“occa? | sensitivity. See qualitative chemical analysis. 

a The support is chosen to permit easy detection of | 

“» | eolor changes during the test. Spot plate, watch | 

: 7, hs | glass, ash-free filter paper, or spot test paper--a 

ee at os thick and strongly absorbent paper--may be used. The 

beens, “| spot plate is best made of colorless transparent glass | 

elo ere , | so that it may be placed upon colored paper. fhe color 

Aelaled. as of the paper should contrast with that of the expected | 

» |reaction product. | 

i Substances that may interfere with the test are ae 

ae times separated by a method based upon the different 

ee of migration of the unknown and the interfering 

=| substances through paper. Usually, however, separa- | 

“ |tions are avoided by using sequestering, or masking, 

ae. These convert the interfering substances into | 

ey compounds that do not affect the tests and contains | 

ae need not be removed. The compounds are sonetines pre- | 

*% \eipitates, but are most often complexes. ee |
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a eee |e 
: The specificity of spot tests is improved by using | 

ae sequestering agents (which lower the concentration of | 

the interfering substances) and by dentrolling the pH 

, of the solutions. add. | 

ME iad bees sig Bibliography--F. Feigl, "Spot Tests," 2 vols ae | 

of : | Elsevier (Van Nostrand), New York, 1954. | 

This is an article on a specialized topic within the general field of | 

qualitative chemical analysis. Few readers with little eienieale of | 

chemistry would :be expected to refer to it. As a result, only 4 few | 

sentences at the ‘beginning of the article are devoted to the general | 

reader. The bulk of the article is aimed at the novice chemist. None | 

of it, however, nis written for the expert in qualitative chemical anal- | 

ysis. «| 
| 

z 
ae | 

16 | 

7 | | 
*| | | 

: | | | 

a | | 
= | 

i | 
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is ca erg eS ee a oat 
| ANTHRAX, an infectious disease, primarily oF animals. | 

Man may be secondarily infected. It is caused by Bacil- 

Cannon gee lus anthracis, a rod-shaped bacterium. In animals, the 

; bi Ta “disease, known as splenic fever, occurs when spores of 

ag a Bacillus anthracis are eaten with contaminated forage. 

[fat eom In man, the disease is contracted by contact with in- 

| fected animals or animal products such as bone meal, meat, 

8 | hide, and fur. The disease occurs in nearly every coun- 

“lle ff \ try in the world. From 1945 to 1955 there were 3,447 

: “th é : outbreaks in animals in 39 states of the United States, 

“eset “with losses of 17,604 head of livestock. | 

HEE , y ILLUSTRATION: PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF BACILLUS ANTHRACIS 

ss ( The causative organism, Bacillus anthracis, is a | 

>| Gram-positive, rod-shaped bacillus 3 to 8 microns in 

| length by 1 to 1.2 microns in diameter, and belongs to 

the family Bacillaceae. It occurs in infected animals 

»| as chains of 2 to 8 bacilli surrounded by a large cap- 

| sule, but when grown on artificial media the capsule is 

i _ lost and the chains contain more bacilli. Under condi- 

l ) tions unfavorable for growth, the bacilli — small, | 

Tle a. J ellipsoidal spores which are very resistant to tempera- 

yd » ture extremes and to dehydration. The spores, which re- 

ole | main capable of growth for a period of about twelve see 

“igo! 4 are ingested by animals grazing on pasture aha. after| 

| the organism invades a host, polyglutamic seas in itse3) 

] capsule and an extracellular toxin, which eee eau 

{ combat the host defense mechanism. The toxin can later)



: - atitetive ss ANthrax ee Cconttium Ds John A. Jones 

pore__2 ot___Brages riea__Me@dical Microbiology sure. DNL oseresMay 5, 1958 

ee ee at saseres 
|| kill the host by producing secondary shock. P ar a 

AMiepet pt, : a Anthrax in animals (splenic fever). The pest aia 

. - E colo tible animals are herbivora especially cattle, sheep, | 

Ree sa pigs, horses, and goats. Usually a septicemia, or blood 

Hat fusscbion poisoning, occurs. The effects vary from a See sige 

of % | plectic attack (with death occurring a few minutes afte 

>| the appearance of the first symptoms) to a supacute bu 

a eventually fatal illness manifested by fever, an en- | 

3] larged spleen, and frequently by intestinal arena 

| Sometimes local manifestations, which are less often | 

u | fatal, occur. For example, in cattle and horses circum- 

a | scribed cutaneous carbuncles may appear, and ‘ swine | 

n| similar lesions are commonly found in the throat. | 

| Anthrax in man occurs almost exclusively pacts per 

15 | sonnel in contact with animals or animal eas nee es 

é takes three main forms: malignant pustule, pulmonary | 

| anthrax, and intestinal anthrax. | | 

8 Malignant pustule (cutaneous anthrax), the most | 

ethat EE - common form, results from contamination of the skin. An 

Net : | area of inflammation forms and necroses in oT center. 

|| The center becomes brown, purplish, or Be, and is sur- 

weed fF rounded by an area of edema and by vesicles 

eilth “yellow fluid. There is no true pus and little pain. | 

a P| Fatality is low and occurs only if aia septicemia 

i: iz ensues. | | 

. | Pulmonary anthrax (wool-sorters Atoeast) is caused 

po“ PS by the inhalation of dust containing spores. | 

ad Fe ____ Intestinal anthrax may follow the aie of |
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| $Se ee eepeees Sr oe ae oe Za es Sie 
, infected food. 

=e The last two types of anthrax are rare, but almost ans 

"variably fatal. Treatment is difficult because of the | 

a period of time between onset of symptoms and death. 

-— Yamuntzation, diagnosis and therapy. Live spores of 
“attenuated virulence form an effective vaceine for a: 

and other animals. A cell-free protective vaccine, suit- 

ee able for use in man, has been produced. This waceine is 

-, a sterile filtrate from a culture of Bacillus anthracis” 

| grown in a chemically defined medium with controlled in- 

, cubation time and temperature. 

=| The disease is diagnosed by microscopic identification 

, of bacteria in the blood and by the Ascoli thermopre- | 

(| eipitin test. In the Ascoli test, a precipitate forms 

|; when a boiled saline extract of infected tissue is added 

“is | to a suitable immune serum. 

= If used early, penicillin and streptomycin cave anthrax. 

See toxin, bacterial; gram stain; infectious disease | 

“| transmission; bacillaceae. | Joa.d| 

nse Bibliography--"The Yearbook of Agriculture 1956 (animal 

Nai 5 | | Diseases),"” U, Se Dept. of Agriculture, Washislenon: D. és, 

PB ; pe | 1956s G. S. Wilson and A. A. Miles, "Topley oe Wilson's 

aa ee of Bacteriology and Immunity," Williams & Wil- 

u | kins, 1955. | 

The above is ar example of a general information article. The first para- 

graph gives a brie! discussion of the topic. Subsequent paragraphs go into 

much greater detail. But at no time does the discussion use in ae | 

technical terms. ” ee
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Fiord,. se-Ziord—is @ Merrow, stcep-sided bay $eihinatemmorcer/found where = 
3 iNAlaska, Labrador, Gfeenland, Norway! ‘Patagonia. Chili 

valley glaciers once existed or still SK Similar,yalleysfinlany cont@in lakes 9 (AR Grae 

Te depth of water is variable a ee to feet ey, At the s 

: mouth there is % Sirieven water. The origin of fiordg’ has been much debated. 

but most agree that t& they are not, drowned valleys. The irregular depth is due _to S 

3 > ¢ cpr 

glacial erosion controlled by, structural_weaime & of the pearect! “antler coast : 

outlines in unglaciated regions do not have e ve fiords. Firpxrxx Theories of 

poy x \ : 7 

fiord formation no accepted by -the-majopity of geslogists, involve erosion : 
x p. ¢ = 

at the bottoms valley glaciers which once filled sale tenet) valteys. Important / 
Is pre bob 4 : 

erosion imst—oe ee giuiiiag of large/nlasses of rock Seiten: than by grinding to 
A f \ ‘: ease 

powder, Hence zones of preexisting shattering by joints appear to to be theq wll es 

controlling factor. Some fiord ican pakaliel the coast and show little relation 

to pregiacial valleys. . Thus there is a tectonic control of fiord topography. ( 

cin Un Ane eX, daasstth fo eel meme Es nhs ) oe 
é \ : 

$e Nr Se F&F j ae Ge 5 Z ‘ siaeech mee Lake, Sar (Srnler Grd 4 

qe’ yetrory : \ z : 
= S : ‘ 

3 \ ‘i 

. ? 

s : J CoN, 

$ a x oS s g / * 

z : ‘ 2 

o.% ss :



New . . 
Appreeckine the Pacific Coast. evidences of mountain or valley glacistion are 

Xs —— J — ee (atte ied 
better ext better tle Oa use of the greater supply fof ,oisture. 

\ \ ; 
Somof the higher volynit/ pecks 1hike Mt. Rainer are still largely covered by ice 

which once extended much farter down the slopes are shown by the form of the 

valleys. Crater lake in Oregon, evidently wes formed later than most of the — \ pee 
on Ge Medes Tea ern 

glacial deposits for t oid caldera trancated valley deposits of glacial origin 
: \ : a ea a \ 

which could only have originated on a now-vanished higher cont In California 

j ow y\ \ : 
the spectacular hig vallyes with waterfa}jls of the Y2semite Valley are world 

, = es 
: : J j Re ‘ 

famous. Detailed study gho jp, however, that se f the featur due to 
\ 

f the erosion of mountan gleicers for successive westward tilts of the Sierra 
g \ : 

> range had a large part in deeyening the valleys of streams which flowed down the 

4 dnhinnct 
‘ slope. Such picturesque valleys are rare for the condition requisite for suck 

glacial erosion are confined to\valleys along lines of shattering of the bedrock. 

The irregular shoreline of Puget! Sound is not due to glacial erosion but was 

cuased by deep kettles of a pitted outwash plain leter invaded by the sea, North 

from the United States porper fiords due to great amount of glacial erosion 

are very prominet and in Alaska many still contain glaciers. There ia little or x 

no evidence of glaciation in much of the interior of Alaska. : g 

‘ast from the Great lakes region the\original relief of the preglacial 
S \ : 

5 -lanscape was high and the drift deposits are therefore less conspicious than in 

: - j ad Ontario 
Wisconsin and Michigan, Northern New York \Wong the ssuthern shores of Takes Erie and 

Ontariok show sromindh arutlins. Throught the Appalchian Platea{1 and forms of 
\ 5 y 

glacial origin are very mqnor and fhe confined to valleys. Some of the 

: ae Wren uae : 
glacial drift of thig region is so thin that controversy for a long time 

between whether or not it is an early/ glacial deposit much ero or ag #@ thin f 

margin of the first glacial advance. The drift is now regarded as lamgely very old. 
and the New England islands and unpitted 

Long ok exhibits prominent moraines and eo a ‘ 

In New England glacial f “eatrues are not pel developed although many lakes are 

Z present. The bouldery soils reflect the nature of the bed rock which furnished ; 

many large fragments emt not the kind of glaciation, Tven the highest peaks



5 { 

eee : 
: Thus occured the great observed variation in the topography of glaciated 

terranes is wets might have come from floating ice in marginal 
ga ue VE dint 

lakes. In Illinois and Iowg variation in amount of postglacial erosion of the 

: drift-plains can only be accounted for by difference.in the length of costglakial 

time becaue material,’ erigitel slope, total availabple relief, vegetation, 

and climate are essentially the same. “here is marked difference between the 

very slightly dissected plains ‘pe the Wisconsin glaciation, the moderakely 

eroded plain of the Illinoian arizt, and the submaturely dissected plain of the 

Kansan drift of Iowa, Within these marginal areas of clay till moraines formed 

by halts of the ice margin are rélptively inconspicious so gentle are sbeie slopes. 

In Wisconsin and much of Minnesota ‘gna Michigan land forms of glacial and glacio- 

aqueous origin are promingt geatures|\of the landscape. The great Kettle Moraing 

an interlobate deposit between the Midnigan and Green Bay lobes of the Wisconsin 

Od largely gravel and is femous for &e steep slopes with many enclosed 

kettles many of them due to melting of \solatea ice masses. Fittings orytoles 

: which melted through the ‘decaying pallet adjies termed moulin kames wd 

. Locally they make a landscape similar to one of recent vulcanism for the conical : 

hills resemble the form of small cinder cones. The great fields of drumlins 

of Wisconsin fornp striking landscape whose skybhe is serrate w hen viewed in the 

: direction of ice movement. ¥iews" fransverse oy that Severin Bee for the 

sais ridges blend in the distance. Adjacent the Great lakes there ‘ke % 

‘flat coy, in part the beds of marginal glacial es and in 1 part drift plains 

where glacial till overlies older lake clays from which it et. high content 

: of clay. In western Hicieuete and the Dakotas the surface features are smooher 

than in Wiseonin for the till beneios to have a high dontent of clay. Enclosed 

depressions are noted ho¥wever influding the series of salt lakes of the Devils 

lake region of North Dakota, The seen mountains sho' proningt cirques 

etthough Surviving glaciers ard uci, Going Gouth along ‘the Rocky Mountain s 

givens become less and less conspiciou%. ‘Some are present on Pikes Peak, Coloradd J 

- Francisco Mountain, Arizona end some of the higher volcanic peaks of Mexico.



ee 2 
The appearance of a glagiated terrane depends upon several factors: (1) nature of t 

the glacial deposit, (2)\ thickness of drift, (3) relief of preglacial ee gourd 
\ 

and (S) time since glaciation, If the drift contains much clay end silt Ys 

(2? form wel, © 
little assorted sand and grovel resulty, jer of the wet material leads to low 

vw \er i 
i slopes iovine’ drift plains which are well developed in Illinois and Iowa. Drift with 

a large content of pebstes and sand forms speeper slopes with marked glacial features 
z = ard 

such as moraines and-drumlingi If the total original arise! deposit was thick the — 
across 

. cratnnge was disrupted ,with es a nd stream diversions aeeeney ctor ridges, 

; Such features are rare or abseht in regions of a thin deposit. The relief of : 

\ ; 
the original surface before glatiation os very important. It depends largely on 

A i see \ s 

w - eae i uw 
the mene ef bed rock ana’ the lo on of major drainage lines, Where the drift 

failed to bury the rock hills pte slopes favor erosion of the drift both by 

vaberwesh and mass movement. Puc erosion is relatively rapid compared with the 

\ : ee 
headward growth of stragm valleys into a drift plain, Weak sandstone bedrock ae 

: \ : 
favors postglacial erosion and remove of the arirt,) Time ig only one factor in 

: determining the amount of pragiariat ‘postglacial erosion. | Fromthe shove it fettors 

tha here—ia terete es =T1 = a lamrtstape of etea¢ ed—terranes. 

Further confusion is preyent qwhere there was more than one ice advance. “The later \ ; 

glaciatien may have eas above earlier drift deposits which may include . 

; Ayre x 
those-—of glacial lakes. 2ossibly Fie high clay content of some drifts is due more 

Mea 
to older lake clays than to shale bedrock, Asif, from some endmoraines and Irge 

: ft 
drumlins prominent hills are almost all due bedrock control and not to glacial : 

f 5 
: aiftet accumulation. a oflins rock hills rise like islands from a sea : 5 

; n i ad/ 5 
Drift meme oteee RK greatest inpreglacial valleys. At the other end of the series 

g vs 
some glaciated trrane shows only cscatterd eratig on a topography whodly controoed 

uae po AA = nN > 
: by bedrock. a “h, — coed w- be het) sh 

4 cS a Rae et 

os a : 2 \ ; he Sra f dome Peta wn 
ihe ce Vinayak mw ae ws 

: Reger Mr~ “, © a } a : f~ 3 4 
nore “y tw Gin WAR) — 666 
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= show that they wi re glaciated by the presence of erratics on the summits. Local 

glaciers were present at various times during the history of glaciation. 

. In Canada the hi, ds of labrador are regarded by some as the location of the 

earliest glaciers. laciation spread to the west under the influence of westerly 

winds which brought m sture. Much of the Precambrian area. of Canada is thin drift 

except for the lake depdsits of the "clay belt." c *y 

: In Burope and Asia glacial maps of tas tree made in The United States do not 

: exist for political divisions have prevented large scale surveys. The first area 

to the studied was the Alps d the area to the north. Here four spearate glidciatien 

were early distinguished, Guehz, Mindel, Riss and Wurm. Brforts have been made to 

distinguish this sucession in other regions not all of them sucessful. 

The glaciation of Great Britian st by local glaciers. The continental 
and terminated 

drift of Europe and western Asia have orginated inthe Scandanavian mountains 

The area of Precambrian rocks is largely thin drift with abundant boulders. 

In the areas of sedimentary bed rock drift alae moraines and outwash chanels 

are abundant. Around the Baltic Sea therd is much clay which was deposited in ‘ 

glacial lakes or brackish water. The study ‘ef the inferred annual layers or varves 

gained much publicity through the work of DeGeer in Sweden as attempted to 

ascertain the age of glaciation in years by correlating the sucession of such 

: layers. The extent of glaciation in Siberia is little known a nd is subject to . 

dispute. Much - mountain glaciation. : 

In the southern hemispher the glaciers of the southéyn Andes were once much 

: more eicneiye than they no w are#. Some mountain glaciation is reported from 

Australis and New Zealand still has some glaciers. 

\ : 5
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Glaciated te: es. Land which has been glaciated Sn-tre pest etecsbobhconsists 

both of mountad: valleys and of plains, tis fridence that glacial ice once 

: serered these te es consits of! (1) seradiches ( dm eee yeh 
mare by a Nya, Al mage oak Gy § 

existing glaciers, \(2) fragments of a ae he local bed rock which ‘could « 

only have been transported by glacial 58 SS. places from a bolvace source . 

lower than their preserit Lessthva: (3) diversion of drainage by deposits rae 2 . 

glaciers, (4) excavation\of basins in the bed rock fqr larger than those, due 

to other are (5) a sl¢ margin of ro ly transported Senesita-{ ? 

unlike the shore ofa body bf water. A Wature-ef+he Glacial deposits wees much of : 

them unsorted cai contest? ground-up fresh bed reek, (7) )/Popography of te glacial 

deposits which <s(constructio: f cannot be accounted for by erosion. (8) = 

dedtrenco o2juater deposits ix where a water is now possible, - - 

Geologists have differed in'Folative importance of these criteria and on 

account of possible eee evidence, such as mistaking striae for slickensides 

on a fqalt jit is rarely possible to depend upon any single one of them for a : 

definite conclusion, with iasreagn of \tame since glaciation, many loose their__ a 

value. For instance striavare aekicaesh by weathering asd—frest action ae 

and transported boulers (erraties) are nob ak esily recognized in many localities. 

teis—ts—the—case where tke both the errat¥\and the local bed rock are of the same 

eh. for this reason opinion has varied \on existance of former glaciers, over 
“wor Y Ham od neowlew ; s 

wide ae large boulders may also be tranpgrted on ice bergs in standing 

water. Where all efratics are small they ee been transported ty wader : 

Only where the glaciation was not too long ago is, oe axways decisive. 

Ih such localities ‘the ‘final result of snc aoty the country, 3H 4 

Zs decrease the rélief and leave enclosed depressions m of them containing lakes, : ae 

omelet a = 

; 3 ‘ 2



ut-it-is clear that the northwestern part was ice~covered madmly bf—tre from the 
bAww atctironet i was Continuous with the continental glacier : : i 

Ural Mountains. Al he glaciers of the other mountain chains covered considerable 
‘ + 

: aregs. The ary continstal climate prevented extensive glaciation, . 
2 a so 

; Glactation was present in the mountains te-the south of Siberia and on the highlands ~ 

of Australia, dit—Hew-grinex. : 

er cont Antarct ; 4 Other continents. arctica still preserves its ice, the lergest continental W— 

; Aden! ic ee Len ng rrtnedh grenord Mpeg 
glacifer extant. of the sia islands which have high peaks show glacial drift 

The southern part of the Andes in South America were heavily glaciated by valley 
‘ E High volcanic peaks to the north still have iice- — 

glaciers which left the striking Zor African Mountains ae<wedl showed 7“, 

considerable glaciation even under the equator. New Zegland displays glaciers and a 
fior coast in one of the islands. : 

Bibliogrsphy. Antevs, Ernst, Maps of the Pleistocene glaciations: Geol. . 
igs 

Soc, America, Bull, vol. 40, pp. : Flint, R. Fe, Glacial geology and the 

Pleistocne Epoch, 1947; Glacial and Pleistocene geology, 1957: Thwaites, F. T., 

Outline of Glacial Geology, 1957 FAX RF aden s uae D oe 
: vet nent Ger Seu ihm - P4- 60, 1948 
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North of Wisconsin the glacigt geology of. the vicinity of Lake Superior is not : 

eardraink © x 
known in detail becauce of the heavy forest ore which mgkes even the interpretation 

of air photographs very difficult. fae glacial features of Minnesota are 

for the most part ‘similar gi to t hose of Wisconsin with abundant MS ectoped— 

moreines, drumlins, and outw-ash plains. 2m the west emecially in the Dakotas, 
: Cw’ te wn 5 J 4 

moraines iat dkcae content of clay and are less conspicious. An exception 

: is the vicinity of the famous salt iskeg of the Devils Lake region, North Dakota, 

apere the moraines are is) and rugged. In the Rocky Mountains glacial erosion bs : 

features such as cirques{lare 71 conspicious in the north for instance in Qacter 
t 5 2 

National Park and on the volcanic peaks MtUne the Caeades ana-Stouras, Glacial 

features become progressively less and less developed in going south into Mexico 

; : ee ‘\ 
The Yosemite Valley, California is world-famous for ste Mersetis from hanging 

valleys. Studies by Matthes showed, however, that although there was much glacial 

= erosion controlled by jointing of the eranitic a was not the sole —~ 

agency. Successive tilts of the range up to the Cat aceelerated the stregms ; 

mae un t Ffed : zs ? cTibasd oli 

which flowed down slope and caused some of the hanging ee Such valleys 

a wes oe in i 
are rare re they occur only where the bedrock is well fractured. Th Alaska : 

catgd 
glaciation was confined to the coast anh to leead vyalley glaciers which formed f 

i = 22 = ee t 

2 RE recta: Ton Te hrAL we, Wd ar pa ordsvrent a ae 
a We 

: Burope. Although the glaciation of Europe has been studied for fee ee = : A & mene 

the votktical division$with accompanying rivalries has prohibited aTI general 
” aoe 

studies and no maps like one North Ancrichexist. The continental ice sheet 

appears to have origninated in the Scandanavian highlands from which ice spread 

. over the lowlands of Germany and Russia. Drift of at least three distinct ages - 

has been found - Moraines and outwash plains are abundant in the younger drift. 

The glaciation of the Alps was first worked out and four glaciations were 

x“ gj 5 

distinguised in decreasing ageiSunz, Mindel, Riss and Worm. eens to 
: nr: 

distinguish this succession all over the vepia. Glaciation of the British Isles w as 

almost wholly from local centers in the highlands. Scandanavian ice was unimportant. 

(. Agia. Extent of continental glaciation in Asia is not very well known Ja Siberia,
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The skyjone of drumlin areas is markedly serzak when Viewed in the direction of ice ‘ 

: 5 wwe Un _ é 
flow. Eskerg /” ridges of gravel and oe the lowlands between drumlins 

In southwestern Wisconsin a considerable area of rugged rock-ecentuolled topoerplny 
: A 

has long been believed to have been unglaciated for no erratics névibear discovered 
: : AG : 

outside of xirsamxtryn_outwash and lake deposits derived from nerby wea tok a 
Th cated Wr Owtlin freer * Q ea 

: bexncitery. Fixes oe. Sea the exact boundary ig difficult for where the drift wai a 

erosion has removed most of it partiularly where the bedrock ‘s incoherent 
iP ‘ he 

sandstone. Only the east boundary where the drift Ps young is clearcut, f 

\ 

Over’ much of the nareitt of tam drift the landscape is not unlike that of the cee 

apparentiy ungtoiated se the glacial deposits are so thin and parranetiy— 

N 
; never did smooth out the country like they did in thicker drift. . 

REP TAL | 
s a — . 

| Ane. aK nn h = 

Z \ 

3 3 
; ;



BAS : 
= ; z : . = Lk : 

recognizediiuch of the Jeeion is/thinly drift covered a rocks } Ss 

: detplakes are abundant. ven the highest peaks have been glaciated as proved 

by ~thendiscovery of erratics on their summits. Cirques tell of local glaciers 

qrund | 

which may have existed since the continental eae < Bskers are prominent in Maine. 

Endmoraines of the continental ice are almost entirely confined to the coastal 

islands of the Cape Cod region. Westward through the Applachian Plated! and i 

Adirondacks drift deposits are largely confined to the valleys by reason of the : 

: cqv) 
high relief of the bedrock surface. The famous Finger Takes fmct: resemble fiords 

2 fK ; 

and it is generally accepted that their depth can only be expleined by glacial 

: wk Z 
erosion, West of the ,lateau os Great Lakes are rock basins clearly due to glacial 

erosion where the jut is especially valyerable to that process. South of they - 

Ke? ! : 
get ene the thikkmess of glacial drift is considerable nd moraines and till 

= ey ore Avy aes 

plains are well developed. oo of the Great Likes the drift is very 

\ thick. Much of Illinois was almost flat before gt postglacial erosion by streams. 

/ The young or vanes drift area is only slightly eroded along the streams. 

; Next otter, See Illinoian drift to the south is much more deeply weathered ind 

is moderately dissected so that remnants of the origioal iurfece are preserved only 

Randa Atha Anger eer. fovem TE deg fm the ale, 
on the divides. Its endmoraines are inconspicious. West of Hesleetpet River fom, 

in Iowa the drift surface is submaturely dissectad. With similar arift material, 

bedrock, an nw 
relief,,and climate this can only be accounted for by greater agey the Kansa¢\ 

: due oe 
drift. A buried soil zone K the top of this drift peere@ theyconclusion. - 

; Beneath the Kansan drift with its deeply weathered soil profile = another 

: w RT oe a a, 

buried soil jones the top of k much older drift »the(Qlebreskan/ The extent of 

the Nebraskan drift et_the surface is not positively demonstrated tol we must ; 

Te ly payan 
recognize that postglagial erosion is conditioned upon other things than time : 

a [enna toe a, {ei War Ue RL pailed[\ Hel Be mae 4 Ce ad am . 

_ alone.North of the belt Of ‘pre-Wisconsin drift Wisconsin is the tyoe locality for the 

: _ : : 

poo yous “drift and displays a wonder variety. of glacial features. Vast fields of 

ae drumlins and the femous Kettle Moraine at the junction of tworice lobes deserve 

ay TA mL pliner Unt ie ae Lider ype 

mention. hs in New England the drift crystalline rocks contains many large 

boulders, a2 result of the type of bedrockvhich breaks in large masses and not a 

E characteristic of\a particular kind of glaciation . Grr ;



é 2 ; 
a 4 

9 Ube 
It is relatively a to find all or even most of _the above criteriaff i : 

over any large area ‘except where glaciation has been Ste erty recent. In 

‘ 
application Of the-observed oS difficulty ys largely in proportion to the 

Salar i \ ; - 

ae” time since occupation by pee “here are many GUM pitfalls in application which 
nN 

may lead to error, Striae are destroyed *y weathering and even in rather young 

glaciations require several feet of drift to protect them from destruction, Thy aw 
PAL bm uth 2M Ayre. Gaia Yh { : «Mae Ww ee 

It is not easy to prove that certain rocks are trag_erratics, Slickensides on - 
Je o Ort Wert E 

_ are readily confused with striae. niovockasty due to 3olution of the bedrock is _ 

' striking like that of glacial deposits Boulders may be transported on icebergs Lh 
v eu? : saémixtVre of material; ‘ : 

Lanslide’ give confusing phenomena beth in movement of rocks,and dn topogra: 

N30 beer Ath Arte ore + | ar ono i coe 
: It ismgll wonder that opinions differ in many areas depending on the personal Celie 

bias of the geologist who studied it. As the age of the drift ee a” 

Randi - 

and weathering which destroy much of the evidence conclusions ee increasingly 

difficult. Where the topography has been not sii accurately deposits of 

marginal lakes make mapping of the glacial boundary most uncertain... 

North America, In North America much of: the glaciated terrane has been surveyed 

e in ak detail and maps of large arezs are available. Continental ice persists 

: aia 
to the present day in Greenland and some of the adjacent islands have considerable. 

ive caps. Canada has been 

, om ali wy tredalawn 
photographed from the air and ee glacial deposits are\kmownfrelative : 

thin - 
Much of the Precambrian hard rock area has te drift cover micas ae: are 

abundant. Some of the mountains of tavrador Show no striae, bat éne ; 

theory is that the continental glacial originated on them and spread westward 3 SS 

Decale of the supply of moisture from tie westerly winds. Local glaciers existed ‘ 

in these mountains since the continental ice disappeared ,s-—that ‘fe coast displays m_ 

many fioras. “he western fountains of Canada appear t o have been me nearly or 

quite buried by ice but the topography displays only the work of local glaciers 

some of which still persist. In the United States there is a large development of 

deposits by glaciers which wercoddésrtaann ‘adeliaslosrilWise é 2éon. 

: Iu New Sugiaud , -<Gueig, only the young @m=.Wisconsin drift has been definitely



GLACIATED TERRANE, A glaciated terrane ey ae been covered by glacial ice 
—_—_—_—_— Se 

: altvhoush=tittie—er-none_is_presenttoday. Division is made into (1) areas of ; 

mountain or valley glaciation where many of the high 5 ridges qnd peaks 

proj ecjod through the ice at—tts maximum-extent and (2) continental glaciation 
spread . 

where the ice out over large areasof relatively low relief and concealed 

: almost all the land fonbesieg. Shen bi was—ef-—maximunsies and exten : 

fwdonn [LT yteopprrrehd Usraue wre orig 
To-propve that-an “2 ea -wes—ones_glatinted is demonstrated by\(1) scratches or 

f : xexratics 
striae on bed rock like thog seen near existing glacier, (2) Rock fragments of 

all si_es, many striated and many too large to permit of transportation _— 

z : oyu. : ow 

by any other agency than a glacier, Many of these transported rocks are és Ke 

unlike adjacent bed reek ead some are now found at a higher elevation 

than the probable \goures bedrocky (shoPrOSS umbiice-ndjecent-vedrock are cattet— 

erratics, '$t} (3) Loose material containing erratics with no ing or 
gi -Much of this material was derived from fresh bedrock,\not weathered, , 

str ati€ication indicatise-glacial ty,nsportationg>(4) be 1, features of : ee es vane yak ae 
drainage including diversion through rock ridges, waterfalls pend lakes vibe Any Unset 

: demonstrate glacial deposition with disturbed a normal jveingas system, 
(se 

(5) basins torcthexkedemek completely rimmed with bedrock which are far larger than 
: wk pyle of 

bedrock depressions due to weathering and which lack the abrupt marginsxiesxcts 

depressions due to earth movem@atg (6) ere clearly market, margin of 

‘ the glacial deposits slopes at a masked angle and does not resemble the maxeier 
; = 7 

of deposits due to any other agency than glacial ice. xftxtsxrplativety (#) 

flepressions and other constructional features in the topography of glacial deposits 
Neither ar 

which cannet be Sie e erosion _ oF solution of the bedrock. Se 

C (8) the presence of coarse meen Hak inerie in places where running water q 

; is not preemt—or possible at the present) (9) in mountain valleys an irregular 

longitudinal profile of the bed rock with endeZosed basins, separated by steep 
eS A rey 

ceatioee with no adequate cauge in nature of the bedrock, (10) dorteys which 

are wider and straighter than is Pace the same type of bedrock, and which 

have much steeper sides than is common, (11) valleys mkt many of whose tri ries 

; 3 : Ga (aa / Ta Ann 

do not join accordantly / (hanging valleys): of / 7 706 
os : — eee thi ; he Wels form Nome fe olin bed fore fy get bree



FIORD, @ narrow, deep, steep-sided marine bay found mainly in Alaska, é z 

os ‘British Columbia, Labrador, Greenland, Norway, Patagonia, Chili, New Zealand. - 

s The depth of water varies greatly with a naximun of 4000 Zeet recorded} it is = 

: commoniy less at the entrance from the oceallthan farther up the fiords. Some - ‘ \ 
: Many tributary valleys hang ,bove the main fiordj~ *—~ 3 

. fiords parallel the coastline instead of indenting oa origin of fiords — 

has- been Best debated, Theories jects drowned land valleys 1 ? 
aS ond?) eae fren Re eae ; 

\7) feulting, or glacial excavation of ‘alder stream valleys. no of typical form 

‘ - \\ : ; 
are located in regions where there either or gx have deen |valley glaciers . ‘ 

tea of them later than jee continental ice. The key to the problem is the — : 

relation of both stream and glacial erosion to fracturing of the bed rock, 

Glacial cone ers, is much affected by the ability to remove bedrock in . 
¢ = « > le 

3 large masses rgther than grind it to' powder. _Hence there is a direct relationship 

= to the tectonic pattern of faults showing thet—there is = to regional 

structure. In regions where valley glaciers did not reach the ocean there are f 

deep lakes which represent the inland distwibetien of the same conditions. Dar Fages Lule 

: ; (nev : 
See Thwaites' "Outline of Glacial Geology" Flint Gleeial Goclegyand_the Pleistocene 

i “Bpoeh; 2947} Glacial and Pleistocene Cechogy, 1957! Gregory ,J. Was Fae nature and 

origin of fiords, 1913 a, : ; 

he [Pslands in fiord: oe ; s represen localities where there was insufficient fracturing 

of the bedrock to permit yelacial erosion. That there has ekee been change of level . 

of the land with ee er ay 2 respect to the ite unimportant ie thattheory of origin.efierds 

: 5 Fiord coasts are some of the most picturesque in the world ana the more accesible : = 

ie Ones are much visited, [heir ar otencs near to the surviving contingtal glacier 

of Greenland te-not_an_indication/ of origin through its agency alone but acldiny 
7 +e the ef of later valley glaciers Be aes of the continental glacier in 

he! Noposraphy. Some fiords show extensive glacial polishing of the : toed 

Ai ef sides but this does not — that glacial ee the dominant process. 

; The relation to rock fracturing was also wibeeeteches by Mathes in Yosémite 

Valley, California which docs not contain a lake. See Finer Jakes 967 ~ 
: : : oh Erosion by plucking without reducting to powder is satiate only on fracturing 

of Pik Lambeag al sea on aed enough ice to permit pressute melting and 
refreezing to loosen Jarge fragments.399 — 229s 27-232, 9e 

(etme CD pape one er a daneekd Peau ATS. eh \ pga —s- s 7? : 

ae = ; face Tran FE Geeterpeel Ranting 4 Gow Y pert Vib: y go Pages



ct ee = 
Kame- @tem_appliei-to Any hill of stratified glacial drift generaity regardless gr : 

—_— olism K 2 ; 

of origin. Some tx to limit the term to small hills of coarse poorlyesorted 

gravel femm) in endmoraines. Some kames e deltas with inclined bedding showing 

deposition in standing water, Hills betwe : the kettles of pitted cn have 

also been called kames. The material of these is much finer than in mest kemes. ¢ 2 

De wh we es . x 

Broded outwash has @ Fo been erroneously called kames. b4 Tra dra ‘ae 

a oe ye Ee oe 

KAME, a hill of‘ stratified an§, assorted glacial drift for the most part . 3 
Rem Ov AA Treneny 

: in or agsesigted with ama endmgrainei, Sueh—htlls contain_poorlysorted 

: grevel_and_gandedeh way have heen laié—cown in 7 nolefor creviceswithin the : : 

ue Junk \ tle Jud pth C2 
lacier, , & s eepesited paar =o water as shown, by Taolined Seal: he 

ie-ethers the Melting of supporting ice disturbed the et enka: [he term 

keme has not been applied uniformly in the pastpeed fills of pitted outwash, Area 

wheth was depositga,eround and over| isolated masses of — were called Krames doy Are 

: tn (== : 
Moulin kgmes are eck, aa gravel deposits which filled holes /in the decaying : ‘ 

NN _ 

Zlacter \ en gy ewedaal poo wr Caifed Baw 5; 

f be 

: KAME, @ hill of poorly — = end assorted glacial drift in or near — ee 

an endmoraine or interlobate moraine. Such hills were deposited in holes or 
\ : 2 

erevices within the glacier in\part under standing water as shown by inclined 

bedding. In many places melting of supporting ice disturbed the layers. = . 

The term kame has neen applied tq hills either of eroded glacial outwash or : 

- within pitted outwash which “gs deposited by streams around and above isolated 

ice masses. Moulin kames are striking conical fillings of holes melted 

— tm eo fs = x 

through the last of the glacier. Ue | Rwollu ewe “) (Ranh eee = 

‘ al : 43 Spot 

@ ; : ee



‘Esker+ pies of. shreanmieposite-mebaly poorly~sorted gravel and sand, fewad in 

a glaciated region. Eskers my regch 2 length of many niles and many of tien i 

are higher at the terminus than at the source. Tey are best developed in ground 

moraine areas, Complexities S=tepegsephy —— of multiple ridges, adjacent 

3 and precks- : 
knolls of stream deposits, » breaks—or intesragtions. = 

P in shorfad stone’ apo . 
dap-fpterial veries arestdy al se, eee Eskers Le foe the only 

: rm mires ? 

sourve of gravel $e neds distances, Eskers are deposits of glacial streams which 

: at-ty boffom oe thes lacte ee 
=,  1Lowed between ice yells, but/Wh sther or not the channels wer% routed bytes fic 

o nob Mosh ve : : 
: certain, Meany myst-have/beon formed when the icg was im tts igst stages-ené 

ro a ‘ Dah ; > ; 

stagnant.” oO pailiccqurse.can be accounted—fer_bs mnel_depos onin—seme—places : 

: 2 Sas ge sae 
: Sie A Pach Bale me ° 5 

* ESKER, «ridge of poorly sorted gravel any sand Ar~giseteted region. angth kof 

: hare Ss / ZS Than : 

150 miles down-with many Serereeatresy *= gapsty Trend te roughly in direction of 

glacial awear! Termingus may be /higher than source. Best developed in ground - 

a es 

moraine, mainly on low ground but fmay gots low asco. erta-eein spn 
: = ) Od, 

: in «short distances, a s include multiple ridges, adjhcent Imolls of 
; “Hg : 

; stream deposits. Origin # of stream of glacial meltwater between ice walls yi : e 
4 Apa ‘ e, b ic me ae 

possibly in part a tunnel. / Ipregetexities showstheat ice wos atognant tuning 

deposition Some geelegést/ reg ard eskers as elonggted deltas fermet—tn-a— wy : 
- o f endo} _ Xa A =~ : 

_ Ceevasse. She, ww Aw ok en tabroMit-fp in grado 43 
+ ‘ : Q : 

> ‘ > }



: / oo , ee | 
_Finger Lakes-erm long narrow comparatively atsient dakes best developed in the 
ee ed we *. 

north border of the Appalachian Plateayin northwest New York . Depth of water : 

Gs some/acteote below sea level. EES the sharp contrast with the flowing ae 

contours of the adjacent uplands strongly suggests glacial detpening partly : 5 
ee is 

by concentrated ice flow and partly bécause of the thickness of the ice. thn a 

his origin wes much debatéd and other factors may have cooperaféd / ; 

cad Jat tn iessTicanty IE Gal erosion, (The lakes much resemble fiords.) 7 : 

ww = 7 ee J 

oe dn adreet Une pum Lala Ruthin Se 
ce : 4 : : / 

“Daye 4 dt iw Ww Aw nD men jer ce : | 

4 as < 
FINGER LAKES, long, narrow, comparatively straight lakes best deveoped in 

2 We 
the north pe of the Appalachian Plateayin New York. These lakes strikingly 

: [eo owt an 
resemble fiords of glaciated coasts. 201° the a sea level. 

~ This fact and the sharp contrast with the flowing contours of the adjacent z 

uplands strongly suggests that pre#tsing valleys were deepened by glgcial ry Ge 

erosion, The concentration of Ace flow in the valleys plus plucking : 
= ; i) MA 

under M88 thick ice have-beot-appealed—te_in order te account for the teeal 
om Te dcllomy & rabling 

aeneentratien-ef ice erog — Some tributary valleys hang hundreds of feet = 
= } 5 f 

above the lakes, Depth of arirt 38 theivalleys of the lakesis unknown. low 

z FINGER LAKES, &@M@x long narrow, comparatively straight lakes, best developed Jan, 

the north edge of the Appalachian Platea in western New York. These lakes = 
‘ 

strikingly resemble fiords( See fiord) The bottoms of some are below sea level. 

This fact and the sharp contrast with the flowing slopes of adjacent uplands 

x es 
strongly suggest ght presxistingglacial Qr interglacial valleys were deepened 

{ . é 
py glacial erosion of the bottoms leaving many tributary valleys hanging. 

The localization of such erosion is due both to concentration of glacial flow = 

: and to the thickness of the ice in the valleys vhich cauged plucking of the % 

if 5 = é 

vedrock. “he depth of drift in the lake bottoms is unknown, Reference: 

Thwgites, Outline of Glacial Geology, pp 21-22, 113, 1957. i



| ayer on | 
Matterhorn- tezm~applied—to_a mountain similar te the famous Matterhorn in 

Switzerland. Such an isolated streep-sided is a residual beteer-gieeial hee : 

earqués, a pizse wnors”efosion % removed more gently sloping SS = 

leaving a very abrupt surviving peak, fee cirque, arrete. 

— Fre 

pS : : = g = eons “ = 

MATTERHORN, © high isoloted peak with 3 be sides located in southern SS 
En Ro of — a slied Mont Cervin and Monte Silvio. 23 

yee "ao nane\ na en aisle Toner ountain peaks of the same form and origin, — : 
namely headwall erosion glaciors $o-Rirques) leaving @ residual mass of rock 

Fale junction of the heads of cirques @x See cirque, This process of ice 

erosion is called s@pping and orms very steep rock slopes in aahiees contrast to the : 

smoother slopes of unglaciatdd mountains. @% Sev hice “owutln 4 (aak oe 

| fo a 
: “MATTERHORN, @ high isolated peak with unusually steep sides in southern Ee : 

Switzerland near Zermatt, Also called Mont Cervin and Monte Silvio. <= 

The uae sonetihes shortened to —— has bees applied as a type to eer mountain } 

peaks “\. Sais origin nanely the erosion of the 7 wetts of adjoining : 

z alewiay C sopping so that gous of the intevening eee: are removed : : 

leaving residual peaks which are unique in their abrupt sides. The contrast of 

: sugh peaks with the adjacent unglaciated mountain sides in tegtimony to the 

-o of glacial erosion. See cirque. Reference! Thwaites, F. T., Outline of 

Glacial Geology, pp. 7-8. kuz, 1957 Bee



3 KAME, 2 hill ns stratified and assorted glacial drift in or near an mes ees . : 

: —— or interlobate moraine. The deposits were formed in side or s 

cracks of the glacier, in part under standing water as shown by ineisued beading. : 

_ Melting of supporting ice margins disturbed the bedding. The term kame has been 

: used Joosely and applied to hills due etther +8 Grosten of outwash ger to ee 

pitted outwash or vo deltas, of it teinds, Woulin Kyhes are atrtkind aravel fillings 

: of holes melted through stagnant ice. Reg erence: Thwaites, Fs ™., Outline of 

Glacial Geology, pp. 39, 116, 1957 : Se oo a 

; i . or : . e : - ; 

: 7 

< — oS



Moraine- beBn-generatiy applied teoall glacial drift par rly that deposited a 

* PO gE 9 
by a contimptal glacier.*“Terminal or end moraines ere accumulat at the 

. a Ze . 2 
border of a glacier either continental or valléy. The term’ ground moraine ear 

applied to smooth to level drift accumulations inside of the endmoraine on the 

old theory that the deposits were laiddown/under the ice rather than by its 

final melting. End moraines are wleos or series of minor ridges with enclosed 

be I 2 : : 
depressions between them, Moraines of valley glaciers are ridges. Medial 

pyoreines are due to the of two valley glaciers, where the-valleys unite ee 

‘: : 

= MORAINE, glacial drift deposited either-at the énd ex side ef— glacier or 

zs of jacieY : : «) 
fer the tee.c 2 ove he glaciated areé, Se 

t 1 

: - or end moraines deposited at the bermixtrs of the glacier during a period of balance 
; (+\ : 

between movement and wae Grourid neces, eet drift over large arate, 

was once thought to have been ai ‘aeposited under the ice. It is more probable 

- that it was laveely leia down Avhen the last ice melted, Ind or terminal moraines 

Q ) : 
: are ridges wheras ground moyaine is a mend! of drift maeh—of which owes its : 

= dtl to tho : 
topographic form to older/deposits or bed rock beneath, : = Sy 

: \ ah oes 
& : MORAINE, Slaeiel drift deposited at the end, side or under theiee. Miraines _ 

' = F 

are divided into terminal or endmevetaé formed at the margin of the ice, ground. 
pS i Me hd xs — 

J formed when the ice melted, lateral on the sides of a valley glacier, and medial - 
~ ae end s 
2 due to junction of two rton, glaciers. Origin of moraines involves moving ice 

ad whSse margin was nearly stationary bec ause of Siaade between mexement and 

Ps = ; 
=~ wastege; The material of moraines is chiefly till although some stratified . 

=» : particularly in endmoraines : ; 
“Ss ~ materials hk ndmoraines are ridges, many of them complex, parallel to ice 

border. ,Ground moraine owg most of its form to preexsting topography. s eg 

Reference Thwaites, F. T.,° 
: Oujine of Glacial Geology, pp. 39-43, 1957



; = Se Zs “_ ze zy _ . Drunlin.-S$treamflined hilt either wholly &&glecial material : bon OR Rand ur — : heekec Wie ; 
or covering a rock core, The long axis 4s parallel to the motion of the dest - o\ h * fe ° y =e fon WINE ES I -ice adrence—di the seeer, * The end aD ai tee is relatively abrup(wheras the Boece 
other end or tetaslts long and pointed. Some drumlins show complexities, $US 
later drift on top, fusion with nei bors, Drumlins were formed by moving ice of 
Considerable thickness, Most of/the material is unsorted till although some 

water deposits may occur, t+ drumlings were built by ice yjmet worn by ice 88 the ‘ 
s Opinion of most geologists. ee 744, 

| | pee cn 
DRUMLIN, a streamlined hill either all glacial drift or drift : either 
Se : 4 A = a 

a rock hill or a mass of older drift, The long’ axis parallels the direction of ¢ée 

movement. ‘The end toward the ice source is/relatively abrupt and the tail is ‘ 

: longer and Nosper. Some drumlins show Somplexities such as later drift on 

the top, fusion with neighbors, multyple crests, and so forth. Material is ; 

. Auk, glacial ee ate a! sopé stratified layers are found. Most geologists 

favor the idea that drumlins yére built by moving ice of ¢orsiderable thickness 

rather than eroded by ice from older drift. . 
; ; Le : ; 

: DRUMLIN, a stream-lined hill of glacial drift which may conced:l tasiiqs rock re 

2 hill or ‘its of @ previous glaciation; the long axis is ‘parallel to eS 
: The end toward the ice-sources is relatively steep, the tail mexe gentle” ~ 

F Complexities include later arit above, fusion with neighboring drumlins, 
: ; oA ya : Z multiple crests, multiple tails. ‘The drift is- chiefly till with minor layers 

of als ca Most géologists favor the theory that drumlins were ~ : 
} Gut : : t — moving ice of geome considerable thicknessg not eroded from older drift. a <4. : 131 “A Referenceg): Prowasted’ dutdine of Glacié] Geology, ppl 44-45, 116, 1957 : Ey 4 : ee ree Sf V a : Fargeld , HL, QW. Ca Vew Yeu > Wen¥or. BOs 

Sea Mur~ Cran [/), 190 ee £



: - ; : us 

ESKER, a ridge Setaetaal at stages, of podvlysserked glacial — ‘el and sand which t= 

. Gaitceis in a distances, Eskers trend in Genoval pa. el to the direction = 

of ice flow and the terminus is ae higher than He source. Eskers are 

best developed ta! Grou moraine, d. Some cones low ridges. 

Complexities of-eskers include multiple rid 8, bordering reece and adjacent ~ 

-kmnolls of stream deposits. They should n6t be confused with crevasse fillings , 2 : 

tie deposits of outwash between ice ‘blocks. Eskers were deposited by 

streams of glacial meltwater withAce walls and possibly roofs alae a eee 

: Gao Frrogularitios F course Andicate stagnant ice. ee . 

References: Thwaites, F. %., Outline of Glacial Geology; Flint, R. Bi, Eskers and 

crevasse fill9ngs: Jour. Sci., vol. 215, pp. 4/0-416, 1928 

: ESKER, & ridge witineaps of poorly- sorted glacial gravel and sand which varies = 

abruptly. The trend averages parallel to ice a and the terminus may be 

higher than the source. neers, 2A ut ae MnO ground moraine but .aey-cross : 

2 low nidges. *ni@/forn is complicated by multiple ridges, gaps = adjacent depressions, : 

oat Font of similar material. True eskers should be distinguished from crevasse 

fillins vhichomen pglacial outwash between ice blocks er ortingatea in 

sees of glacial meltwater a walls and sooty AE ig geen ‘ 

denonstratesthat the ice was staguant. Reference: Thwaites, F. T., Outline of 

Glacial Geology, pp. 52-54, 117; Mint, R. Foy Eskers and crevasse fillings? 

An. Jour. Sci., vol. 215, pp. 2 ES 1928 : Y 

ied o~ _



ates J ‘ = : ~ hie Se Or oe eee = S 

Cirque Pasin-like depression in side of a mountain not necessarily st eet _— 8 
Ee very pee ee 
of a normal valley. The side toward the mountain is Poise ee clifféd. Most ae 

oS a Bus > Pato Sol tse 
foe ascribe erosion of — to frost breaking a the otal or 

5 s fos eal “\ z = 
N ergschrun’’” at heqd of A glacier which either does or did occupy the cirque. : 

The bottom of the cirque may be ax Re rock or glacial deposits and many contain : 

as a Teak od FOR lakes often called tfemms. The lakel\may be either a%asingigh bed rock) or enclosed 
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nS frost action eae iste freezing of water whiek—deseonéed inte, the crack (bergschrund) 
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wy a Natt . 
) firey conte lakefou (terns) Cirques are the preduct of local glaciers: = in : : 
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oa - “seme regions of continental glaciation where there were local valley -er-momtainside- : 
es 7) bes foe ee 

glaciers vefore/or after the larger ice sheet. Thwaites F. T,, Outline of Glacial 

Geology, pp. 7-8, 111-112, 1957 ; = 3 
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